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Firstly, what even are hashtags?

If you didn't use hashtags on Insta posts, they would only be seen 
by your existing followers, so you wouldn't grow your audience.

Your customers are searching e.g. #lipfillersmanchester in 
Instagram’s search function, so if you include that hashtag on your 
post, the post will appear on the search page for that hashtag.

Here's an example for #lipfillersmanchester  ➔

What even are hashtags ?



S i n:  U sing ' popular'  hashtags 
i nstead of  what you r cu stomers 
are  s earching for
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When I first started on Insta 4 years ago, I had this conversation 
with myself:

"I want more followers“

"What are people searching for?“

"They seem to be searching for #love #entrepreneur etc. I'll use 
those"

❌BIG ERROR❌

I ended up getting followers...and then promptly losing them as 
soon as they realised my regular content was not relevant to them.



C ontinued. .1

You should only use relevant hashtags.

Here's how to find relevant hashtags:

a) Ask your customers (or friends if you're new) what they would 
search for.

b) Tap into the search box within Insta and, for each of your 
treatments (except Botox), search with a hashtag before it, e.g. 
#microneedling and see what else Insta suggests. Use those 
suggestions if they make sense for you. Here's an example: ➔

c) It's also great to add your town's location on the end, e.g. 
#microneedlingleeds

d) If you're still stuck, have a nosy at some competitors, but don't 
assume they've got it all figured out!



There is no hard data on this. Every blog you read says something 

different, e.g. 11 is the sweet spot etc etc.

I have no hard evidence either way, so I'm working from first 

principles:

 Why not use your allowance of 30?

 It's like being offered a free full English and Continental 

hotel breakfast buffet, and only taking one dry piece of 

toast 😂

 Don't be shy, use your allowance.

S i n:  Not  u sing 30  hashtags 2



S i n:  Not  checking you r i nsights3

If you click on the blue word 'Insights' just below your feed post and 
then scroll down, you will see how many people found your post due 
to its hashtags, and therefore how effective they were.

Obviously it's not the best scientific experiment because there are a 
few variables, but it's definitely worth diving into and learning from 
your post Insights.



S i n:  Not  adding you r hashtags to  
you r comments QUICKLY enough
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If you choose to put your hashtags in the comment instead of at the 
end of the caption (either is fine, but I prefer comments because it's 
slightly less spammy looking), make sure you do it immediately 
after posting.

The first few minutes after you post are what the algorithm uses to 
make a judgement about how valuable your post is. So if you 
casually put your hashtags in the comment after about 15 mins, 
you've sunk the ship.



#Your #audience #subconsciously #knows #that #hashtags #are 
#a #marketing #tactic...

So if you litter them throughout your caption as I've done above, 
they're likely to disengage. Humans are more likely to read things 
when they know it will bring them value as opposed to a sell.

Just put your hashtags in a block at the end of your caption, or in 
the first comment. 

S i n:  I nterspersing hashtags 
throughout you r caption
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You want people to look at your profile and follow you as a result.

If you add hashtags there, you're inviting them to click on the 
hashtag and go to a general search page and then check out other 
people's pages 🤦♀️

You're piercing holes in your marketing bucket.

Big brands can usefully use 'branded hashtags' in their profile, but 
that’s not really beneficial to small businesses.

S i n:  u sing has htags i n  
you r profile
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You shouldn't use hashtags on Facebook because it's not culturally 
appropriate.

That would be like having an orgy in a church. It is possible, but it 
ain't gunna go down well. 😂

S i n:  u sing hashtags 
on facebook
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Dream customer 
attraction method

If you struggle to get new clients, follow me on Instagram 
for news of an exciting new e-learning marketing course 

designed specifically for aesthetic clinicians


